he has hook unadilla move over to the

departures in luck copy we are receiving

the image this is Mission Control

Houston we have a physical separation at

8 50 8 a.m. central time

between the two vehicles

as the progress 51 backs away and

docking took place just over

southeastern Russia at 258 statute miles

I think is going on the left mmm papi

you

page 11 go ahead come take a year you

know that's Kali other recording is on

and that Europe has been launched
unnecessary the first festival hi Sasha

thank you this is Mission Control

Houston again we're getting a live camera views as the progress 51 continues to back away from the

International Space Station again the progress 51 had it confirmed physical separation at 8 50 a.m. central time as the International Space Station flew at an altitude of about 258 statute miles just over southeastern Russia at the at the time of undocking the antenna the folded curves antenna that had failed to deploy deployed at undocking